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Summary

Higher sibling exposure is associated with a reduced risk of asthma and other
T helper 2 (Th2)-type disorders, possibly through a beneficial effect of higher
infection load. The effect on Th1 disorders such as multiple sclerosis (MS) is
less clear. Here we examine the association between asthma and MS, taking
into account early life sibling exposure. A population-based case–control
study in Tasmania, Australia based on 136 cases of magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI)-confirmed MS and 272 community controls, matched on sex
and year of birth. Study measures include cumulative exposure to total, older
or younger siblings by age 6 years, history of doctor-diagnosed asthma and
serological IgG responses to herpes viruses. MS cases were more likely
(P = 0·02) than controls to have asthma which began before age of onset of MS
symptoms compared to the corresponding age for controls. The absence of
younger sibling exposure by age 6 years potentiated (P = 0·04) the association
between asthma and MS. Compared to those with younger sibling exposure
and no asthma, the adjusted odds ratio for MS for those with asthma and no
younger sibling exposure was 7·22 (95% CI: 2·52, 20·65). Early life sibling
exposure was associated with altered IgG serological responses to Epstein–
Barr virus (EBV) and herpes simplex virus 1 (HSV1) in adulthood. Reduced
early life sibling exposure appeared to contribute to the excess of asthma
among MS cases by the time of MS onset. MS development may reflect factors
that relate to a general immuno-inflammatory up-regulation of immune
activity as well as disease specific factors. The link between early life sibling
exposure and the immune response to herpes group viral antigens is consis-
tent with a protective role for early life infections.
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Introduction

Paralleling the increasing incidence of immune disorders
over the past 50 years, there has been a decrease in some
common infectious diseases of childhood [1]. In 1989, the
‘hygiene hypothesis’ was proposed to explain the observation
that higher birth order or smaller sibship size was associated
with an increase in atopic disease [2,3]. The hypothesis pro-
posed that this observation was due to a reduction in early
life infection. One model (missing immune deviation) sug-
gested that reduced exposure to infections resulted in a
failure to shift from the T helper 2 (Th2) immune profile
observed at birth to a Th1 immune profile [4]. An alternative
model (reduced immune suppression) has also been pro-
posed to account for the marked temporal increase in both

Th1 and Th2 disorders that appears inconsistent with the
deviation model [5]. Thus it is possible that there is first
an immune abnormality leading to general immuno-
inflammatory up-regulation, encompassing both Th1 and
Th2 pathways, followed by other factors that predispose
towards a specific immune disease.

The evidence that higher sibling exposure in early life
is associated with reduced Th2-type atopic disease is
compelling. More than 50 studies have provided evidence
that markers of higher exposure to other children in early life
(e.g. higher birth order indicating the influence of older
siblings, other aspects of sibship structure and day care
attendance) are associated with a reduced risk of atopic dis-
orders [6]. However, for multiple sclerosis (MS), although
higher younger sibling exposure has been associated with
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reduced MS risk [7,8] including in this study sample [8], the
pattern for older siblings or birth order is less clear [9]. Here
we examine the association between asthma, MS and sibling
exposure in a population-based case–control study. Further,
we examine the association between sibling exposure in early
life and adult viral antibody immune responses.

Methods

Participants

The source population consisted of residents under the age
of 60 years in Tasmania, Australia, with at least one grand-
parent who was born in Tasmania [10]. Eligible cases had
cerebral magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) abnormalities
consistent with MS [11] and clinically definite MS based on
neurological review [12]. Cases also participated in a genetic
study that included a haplotype analysis on the human leu-
cocyte antigen (HLA) region [13]. The 136 cases in this
case–control study [10] were estimated to comprise 76–92%
of all eligible cases. Controls were selected from the roll of
voters for compulsory political elections. For each case, two
control subjects were selected randomly and matched to the
index case on sex and birth year. For the 136 cases included
in the study, 272 eligible controls participated with a
response rate of 76% [10]. The project received ethical
approval from the Human Research Ethics Committee of the
Royal Hobart Hospital and written consent was obtained
from cases and controls.

Measurements

Cases and controls were interviewed between March 1999
and June 2001 by two research assistants; detailed informa-
tion is provided elsewhere [10]. The standardized verbal
questionnaire included questions on siblings’ dates of birth
and residence in the same house as the subject, past sun
exposure over the life course, smoking history, illness history,
whether the subject had been breastfed and sociodemo-
graphic characteristics such as level of education. Medical
history, obtained by interviewer using standardized ques-
tions and protocol, included a section on ‘Have you had or
do you have any of the following conditions?’. Among the
disorders listed, options included ‘asthma diagnosed by a
doctor’ and ‘hayfever’. If a positive response was obtained,
participants were then asked the age of onset and whether
the condition had been present in the 12 months prior to
interview. Skin type was assessed using a spectrophotometer
to assess melanin density at the upper inner arm. Skin type
was classified as fair if the melanin density was less than 2%
[10]. Blood samples were taken and serological IgG antibody
titres to viral antigens were obtained. These included the
following herpes viral antigens: Epstein–Barr virus (EBV)
nucleic acid (EBNA) [(IgG enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay (ELISA); PanBio, Brisbane, Australia] and viral capsid

antigens (VCA) (IgG ELISA; PanBio), cytomegalovirus
(CMV) (AxSYM IgG microparticle enzyme immunoassay;
Abbott Laboratories, Abbott Park, IL, USA) and herpes
simplex virus 1 (HSV1) antigens (HerpeSelect IgG enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assay; Focus Technologies, Cypress,
CA, USA).

Seropositivity was defined using laboratory reference stan-
dards to separate positive from equivocal or negative results.
For HSV1 IgG, we also examined the laboratory classification
for a high positive result because the validity of very high
titres against actual antibody levels has not been established
clearly [HerpeSelect IgG ELISA documentation; Focus Tech-
nologies]. Case and control blood samples were collected and
stored in an identical manner and analysed in a single batch
and the laboratory staff were blind to case or control status.

Statistical methods

We examined the association between sibling exposure and
these outcomes with an emphasis on the first 6 years of
participant (index) life. The window of early life to age 6 was
selected because intrahousehold sibling effects could be
expected to be stronger before the age of regular school
attendance: immune responses mature during the preschool
years [14] and the primary exposure to a number of the
herpes viruses occurs in this period. Because preliminary
data analysis revealed that both sibling number and inter-
birth interval was important, we calculated cumulative days
of exposure to a sibling to simultaneously account for sibling
number and the interbirth interval between each sibling and
the index [8]. The date of birth of the index and each sibling
was used to calculate the number of days of sibling contact;
that is, the days the index had spent before age 6 with a
sibling in the same home. We calculated cumulative total
sibling-years of exposure by age 6, regardless of sibling age by
summing the younger and older sibling exposure. For older
siblings, all elder siblings were assumed to have spent a full 6
years in contact with the index during the first 6 years of
index life. The sibling-days tally for each sibling of the index
was then summed and converted to years to provide cumu-
lative total sibling years. Three subjects provided only partial
sibling data and were excluded from analysis. For twins
(n = 7), co-twins were counted as a younger sibling with an
interbirth interval of zero.

Here, the term ‘asthma’ refers to doctor-diagnosed asthma
prior to age-of-onset symptoms for MS or corresponding
age for controls matched to that case. The term ‘hayfever’
refers to hayfever prior to age of onset symptoms for MS or
corresponding age for controls matched to that case. High
total sibling exposure is 6 or more years of cumulative expo-
sure in the first 6 years of life. We focused on asthma prior to
MS onset for two reasons. First, the objective was to examine
how asthma predisposed to MS. Secondly, asthma diagnosed
after MS onset could reflect disease-related [15] or
medication-related [16] changes in immune activity or
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increased surveillance with higher levels of medical care. For
breastfeeding, ‘don’t know’ answers were replaced with proxy
reports for 40 subjects, providing data on 354 subjects.
Matched odds ratios (OR) estimates of relative risk of being
diagnosed with asthma prior to MS onset (for cases) or prior
to attaining the age of MS onset of their matched case (for
controls) and other atopic disorders were obtained by con-
ditional logistic regression. Unless stated otherwise, adjusted
odds ratios were additionally adjusted for smoking ever, sun
exposure in winter at ages 6–10, skin type and education
level. Tests of trend of ordered categorical variables were
undertaken by testing the statistical significance of the coef-
ficient of a linear predictor formed by assigning consecutive
integer scores to the categories in ascending or descending
order. We examined whether the asthma–MS patterns dif-
fered by early life sibling exposure. We tested for interaction
by using the log likelihood ratio test to compare the reduc-
tion in deviance obtained by adding a product term [17].
Tests for an interaction often use a different significance level
that P = 0·05 [18]. Here, interaction values with P < 0·1 were
considered to indicate significance. Logistic regression was
used to examine the association between sibling exposure
and asthma among controls. Linear regression was used to
examine the association between sibling exposure and log2-

transformed viral titres. Analyses were conducted using
stata (Statacorp 2005: Statistical Software, release 9; College
Station, TX, USA).

Results

The characteristics of cases and controls were as follows.
Females were 68% (n = 92) of cases and 68% (184) of

controls. The mean � s.d. age in years was 43·5 � 9·3 for
cases and 43·6 � 9·2 for controls. Almost all cases (96%;
n = 131) and controls (95%; n = 258) were born in
Tasmania. For MS cases, the mean � s.d. age at diagnosis was
34·6 � 9·1 years and mean � s.d. age at first symptoms was
31·0 � 9·1 years. MS cases were more likely (P = 0·02) than
controls to have asthma which began before age of onset of
MS symptoms compared to the corresponding age for con-
trols (Table 1). We investigated this further and found that
most of the increased risk associated with asthma prior to
MS was related to asthma that had an onset before, not after,
age 6 (Table 1).

We then examined how cumulative sibling exposure by
age 6 contributed to the finding of increased asthma history
among MS cases at MS onset (OR 1·97, 95% CI: 1·10, 3·51).
The association between asthma prior to onset and MS dif-
fered depending on whether there was early life exposure to
any younger siblings (OR 0·90, 95% CI: 0·37, 2·13) or not
(OR 5·03, 95% CI: 1·83, 13·85; difference in effect, P = 0·01)
(Table 2). This significant interaction persisted after further
adjustment for older or total siblings. The interaction also
persisted after further adjustment for smoking ever, educa-
tion level, winter sun exposure at ages 6–10 and skin type.
There was no evidence that the association between asthma
and MS varied by older (P = 0·78) or total (P = 0·64) sibling
exposure. After accounting for younger sibling exposure and
the attenuation of MS risk by younger sibling exposure, a
higher MS risk for those with asthma was no longer evident.

We then examined the combined effect of asthma and
younger sibling exposure on the risk of MS. Compared to
those without asthma and younger sibling exposure by age 6,
those with asthma and no younger sibling contact had an OR

Table 1. Atopic disease history for multiple sclerosis (MS) cases compared to controls.

Disorder Cases % (n/N) Controls % (n/N)

Matched OR

(95% CI) for MS P-value

Asthma ever 25·0 (34/136) 16·9 (46/272) 1·67 (1·00, 2·80) 0·05

Current asthma 12·5 (17/136) 8·1 (22/272) 1·59 (0·82, 3·05) 0·15

Asthma prior to MS onset 20·6 (28/136) 11·8 (32/272) 1·97 (1·10, 3·51) 0·02

Asthma prior to age 6 11·0 (15/136) 5·2 (14/272) 2·39 (1·08, 5·27) 0·03

Asthma from age 6 to MS onset 9·6 (13/136) 6·6 (18/272) 1·47 (0·67, 3·24) 0·29

Asthma at or after MS onset 4·4 (6/136) 5·2 (14/272) 0·84 (0·30, 2·34) 0·75

Hayfever prior to MS onset 28·7 (39/136) 27·3 (74/271) 1·07 (0·67, 1·71) 0·78

Hayfever at or after MS onset 8·8 (12/136) 8·5 (23/271) 1·05 (0·49, 2·24) 0·90

Hayfever ever 37·5 (51/136) 36·3 (98/270) 1·05 (0·68, 1·62) 0·83

Allergy ever 16·2 (22/136) 12·5 (34/272) 1·36 (0·75, 2·47) 0·30

Table 2. The association between asthma and multiple sclerosis varies by any younger sibling exposure by age 6.

Asthma

OR (95% CI) for

MS among those with

any younger sibling

exposure by age 6

OR (95% CI) for

MS among those with

no younger sibling

exposure by age 6

Difference in the

asthma–MS association by

any younger sibling

exposure by age 6

Asthma before MS onset 0·90 (0·37, 2·13) 5·03 (1·83, 13·85) 0·01

Asthma prior to age 6 1·00 (0·28, 3·48) 5·25 (1·44, 19·15) 0·07

Asthma from age 6 to MS onset 0·81 (0·26, 2·54) 4·24 (0·87, 20·71) 0·1

Asthma and multiple sclerosis
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of 7·22 (95% CI: 2·52, 20·65) for MS (Fig. 1). The observed
interaction did not depend on the cut-off used to define
younger sibling exposure. For example, we examined
younger sibling exposure in cumulative years. Again, for
those with less than 1 year of younger sibling exposure,
asthma was strongly associated with MS (P = 0·007), but
each additional year of younger sibling exposure attenuated
the asthma–MS association (P = 0·02). Thus, these findings
were not dependent upon the choice of cut-off for reduced
younger sibling exposure.

To test the robustness of these findings for atopic disease
more generally, we examined the associations with hayfever.
Hayfever prior to MS onset was not associated with MS
(OR 1·07, 95% CI: 0·67, 1·71). Similar patterns with effect
modification by younger sibling exposure were found. That
is, the association between hayfever and MS was stronger
for those with no younger sibling exposure (OR 1·61, 95%
CI: 0·72, 3·60) compared to those with younger sibling
exposure by age 6 (OR 0·56, 95% CI: 0·24, 1·32; difference
in effect P = 0·08). We then examined combined risk. Com-
pared to those without hayfever but with younger sibling
exposure by age 6 [OR 1·00 (reference)], those with no
younger sibling contact and no hayfever and had an
adjusted OR (AOR) of 1·88 (1·06, 3·32) compared to an
AOR of 3·02 (1·35, 6·78) for those with no younger sibling
contact and hayfever (Fig. 2).

Examination of the association between cumulative
sibling exposure by age 6 and asthma among controls

The median age of diagnosis of asthma among controls was
6 years (interquartile range, 3–19 years), much lower than

the median age of onset of the first MS symptom (32 years,
interquartile range, 25–38 years). Among controls, more
than 6 years of total sibling exposure by age 6 was associated
with a reduced risk of asthma [AOR 0·44 (0·20,0·99)]. The
separate independent contributions of older and younger
siblings could not be determined, due partly to the smaller
sample size. We investigated asthma by age of onset to deter-
mine if there was any reverse causality, with early onset
asthma in the index altering subsequent birth spacing and
thus reducing early life sibling exposure. This did not appear
to be the case.

That is, total, older or younger siblings were not associated
with asthma with onset under age 6 (OR 0·88, P = 0·84; OR
1·00, P = 0·99; OR 1·12, P = 0·84, respectively) but asthma
onset from age 6 to time of the MS case onset (OR 0·32,
P = 0·02; OR 0·42, P = 0·08; OR 1·40, P = 0·41, respectively).
This suggests that the sibling exposure–asthma associations
did not reflect reverse causality, with a delay or reduction in
sibling number by age 6 due to subsequent larger birth
spacing due to early onset asthma in the index child.

Sibling exposure, MS, asthma and herpes viral serology

To understand more clearly how early life younger sibling
exposure may be influencing risk, we examined how sibling
exposure was related to viral serological indices among
controls. Increasing years of younger sibling exposure tended
to be associated with lower EBNA IgG (P = 0·54) and viral
capsid antigen (VCA) IgG (P = 0·34) titres and significantly
higher HSV1 IgG levels. For each 13 (95% CI 8, 43) years of
increasing younger sibling exposure (equivalent to three
younger siblings, born at short intervals after the index
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child), the HSV1 IgG level doubled; P = 0·005) and with
increasing years of younger sibling exposure the likelihood
of being seropositive (P = 0·05) or being classified as having
high HSV1 IgG levels (P = 0·03) increased. No younger sib-
lings by age 6 was associated with a lower likelihood of
seropositivity to all four antigens [97·3% (142/146) versus
100% (248/248), Fisher’s two-sided exact P-value = 0·02].
Table 3 shows that a seropositive response or higher titre of
IgG antibodies to EBV antigens was associated strongly with
MS, as reported previously [8]. Examining the four viral
antigens in the same model, seropositivity to EBNA IgG was
associated positively (P = 0·004) with MS but seropositivity
to HSV1 IgG was inversely related (P = 0·04). The latter per-
sisted after adjustment for the higher composite EBV IgG
titres [8] among MS cases. We examined the likelihood of
asthma among controls. For asthma, seropositivity or IgG
level for any individual viral antigen listed was not associated
with asthma (Table 3). However, seropositivity to all four
antigens was associated with a reduced risk of asthma (OR
0·12, 95% CI: 0·02, 0·90).

Discussion

In this population-based study, we observed inverse associa-
tions between higher sibling exposure and both a Th1-type
disorder (MS) and a Th2-type disorder (asthma). People
with MS were more likely to have asthma prior to MS onset,
but further examination revealed that the asthma–MS asso-
ciation was attenuated by exposure to younger siblings in
early life. The nature and timing of these effects appears
complex. Overall, the findings are more supportive of an
immunoregulatory model for the hygiene hypothesis rather
than an immune deviation model in which increased sibling
exposure deviates the immune response from a Th2 to Th1
bias. Defects in control of the immune response by T regu-
latory cells have been found in both MS [19] and allergic
airways disease [20]. The immunoregulatory model is eco-
logically coherent with the increase of both Th1- and Th2-
related immune disorders in western societies.

Strengths of this study include the opportunity to
examine both asthma and MS in a population-based case–

control study with detailed data on cumulative sibling expo-
sure in early life. A life-course perspective was taken by using
asthma cases incident prior to MS. Further, age at onset data
were available, excluding that the differing asthma rate
among people with MS reflected only post-disease
ascertainment. The study sample was not large, but many of
the associations observed were high in magnitude and
significant. Disease classification was less precise for asthma
than MS. However, doctor-diagnosed asthma was recorded,
reducing the problem of self report [21] and the prevalence
of current doctor-diagnosed asthma was similar to the
10–12% reported in the 2002 National Health Survey [22].
The interaction between asthma, younger sibling exposure
and MS was also found for hayfever, a related atopic disease.
Any non-differential misclassification of asthma should have
biased results towards the null, yet clear patterns for sibling
exposure and asthma were found.

The association between asthma and MS has differed
across studies. While some studies have reported higher
asthma prevalence among those with MS [23,24], others
have reported similar [25] or reduced [15,26–28] atopic
disease among those with MS. However, some of these
reports were based on MS cases attending hospital clinics
[26,28] or general practice [27], and presenting MS cases
may not represent all cases arising from the source
population. This may be a problem particularly if severe MS
cases were more likely to be included, as atopic disease may
be associated with milder disease course for MS [29].
Further, it has not always been established clearly that the
control group has an asthma prevalence rate no higher than
the general population, regardless of presentation to medical
care. It is difficult to establish to what extent such inverse
associations reflect disease-related [15] or medication-
related [16] changes in immune activity. To exclude this
issue, we focused on asthma development before MS devel-
opment, using a life course perspective. Using this approach,
asthma was over-represented among people with MS.
However, a new determinant of the heterogeneity in the
association between asthma and MS was identified, with the
asthma–MS association potentiated by no younger sibling
exposure in the first 6 years of life.

Table 3. Age- and sex-adjusted odds ratios for herpes viral serology indices and (1) multiple sclerosis (MS) (2) asthma among controls.

Matched OR

(95% CI) for MS P-value

Age- and sex-adjusted

OR (95% CI) for

asthma among controls P-value

CMV IgG seropositivity 0·79 (0·50, 1·23) 0·29 1·25 (0·68, 2·29) 0·47

HSV1 IgG seropositivity 0·59 (0·37, 0·96) 0·03 1·32 (0·65, 2·65) 0·44

VCA IgG seropositivity 5·64 (2·00, 15·94) 0·001 1·89 (0·64, 5·60) 0·25

EBNA IgG seropositivity 28·00 (3·81, 205·67) 0·001 1·57 (0·58, 4·23) 0·37

CMV IgG titre (per doubling of titre) 0·93 (0·87, 1·00) 0·049 1·02 (0·93, 1·12) 0·64

HSV1 IgG titre (per doubling of titre) 0·94 (0·83, 1·07) 0·35 1·08 (0·90, 1·29) 0·78

VCA IgG titre (per doubling of titre) 1·82 (1·30, 2·57) < 0·001 1·11 (0·81, 1·52) 0·50

EBNA IgG titre (per doubling of titre) 5·90 (3·08, 11·30) < 0·001 1·26 (0·91, 1·73) 0·15

Asthma and multiple sclerosis
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Although many studies have shown a protective effect of
increased sibling number on allergic disease development
the mechanism of such an effect is unclear. There is a paucity
of evidence that sibling exposure can influence the immune
response in later life [3]. Previously, we reported from this
study that among controls, exposure was associated with a
reduced risk of composite EBV IgG levels and infectious
mononucleosis [8]. Here, higher younger sibling exposure
was associated with higher HSV1 IgG titres and being serop-
ositive to all four viral antigens among controls. These obser-
vations provide some evidence sibling exposure in early life
may influence the viral immune response pattern in adult-
hood, although we could not control for subject’s recent
exposure to children. It is possible that early life exposure to
viruses influences the development of both asthma and MS.
Seropositivity in adult life to several infections that can be
acquired in early life have been inversely associated with
allergic respiratory tract disease [3]. Our finding of a strong
inverse association between seropositivity to all four viral
antigens and asthma is consistent with the findings from the
Third National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey,
where seronegativity to multiple antigens was associated
with an OR of 2·0 for asthma [30]. The lack of association
between individual viral antigen responses and asthma could
reflect either misclassification due to sampling in adulthood
or that key viruses were not examined. It is also consistent
with past work - the inverse association between sibling
number and atopy has not been accounted for by any specific
past viral infection [3], leading to suggestions, it has been
postulated, that it is the general microbial environment
encountered in early postnatal life that is important in atopic
disease development [3].

In contrast, for the Th1-related disorder of MS, prospective
studies indicate a probable aetiological link to more specific
responses to the herpes group viruses such as EBV and HHV6
[31–33]. In this study, EBNA or EBV VCA IgG seropositivity
or titre was associated strongly with MS [8]. Here, HSV1 IgG
seropositivity was related inversely to MS. A previous study of
early onset MS also found MS to be positively associated with
EBV seropositivity and negatively associated with HSV1 IgG
seropositivity, consistent with a possible adverse effect of EBV
infection if other potentially beneficial infections have not
occurred [34]. The reasons for the contrasting pattern for
HSV1 seropositivity and EBV seropositivity are not known. It
is possible that this could relate to the finding that EBV has
cross-reactivity to myelin [35]. If, as accumulating evidence
suggests, disordered immunity to EBV infection is related
causally to MS [36], it may be that past immunity to other
herpes viruses, such as HSV1, assists the host immunity to
control or respond to EBV infection more effectively. This has
also been suggested in relation to the finding that increased
CMV antibody responses are associated with reduced pro-
gression of MS [37].

The differences we found in MS and asthma with regard to
viral serology and sibling patterns (total sibling exposure

associated with a reduced risk of asthma among controls,
and a greater protective effect for MS exerted by younger
siblings rather than total siblings for MS) suggest that
although exposure to infectious agents through sibling expo-
sure may influence both disorders, the particular type and
way in which infections which influence these disorders are
likely to differ. For example, the contribution of initial infec-
tion (by an older sibling) may be more beneficial for asthma
than MS, where the additional opportunities provided by
younger siblings for repeated boosting and refining [38,39]
of an established immune response may be particularly
required. However, there are also common mechanisms
which could influence both disorders.

For example, microbial exposure such as lactobacilli [40]
or infections [41] can induce T regulatory cells and IL-10, an
immunomodulatory cytokine which can reduce both Th1
and Th2 inflammation [41]. If these early life common
determinants have not occurred, then the child may have an
enhanced immuno-inflammatory profile, of which asthma
could be one manifestation. The interaction we observed
between asthma, younger sibling exposure and MS suggests
that for the child with asthma, including asthma before age 6,
the possible beneficial effect of younger sibling exposure
during the first 6 years may be particularly required to
prevent MS onset.

In conclusion, the incidence of doctor-diagnosed asthma
over the subject’s lifetime by the time of MS onset was sig-
nificantly higher in MS cases than for the corresponding age
of controls and this related to early life sibling exposure, with
the magnitude of the asthma–MS association increasing
with a reduction in younger sibling exposure. Links between
early life sibling exposure, the immune response to herpes
group viral antigens in adulthood and both diseases were
found, suggesting that early life viral infections may play a
role in the protection against both disorders. These findings
support the concept of an immunoregulatory role for sib-
lings and sibling-related infection during early life.
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